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You have accumulated asset data in your enterprise—
now what? This class shows how utilities can use 
Autodesk® visualization tools to integrate with their smart 
meter systems to effectively manage smart meters in 
their network. The integrated solution demonstrates how 
you can use the power of Autodesk® Infrastructure Map 
Server technology to visualize various meter events and 
empower operations personnel to resolve issues. 

Class summary 



At the end of this class, you will be able to: 
 

 Identify opportunities and challenges for big data management in utilities 
 

 Use Autodesk solutions for smart grid visualization 
 

 Integrate Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler with your smart grid data 
 

 Use advanced features in Autodesk Infrastructure Map Server open layers 
 
 

 

Key learning objectives 



Analytics in Utilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The volume of customer usage, AMI, and in-home energy-management data that utilities need to capture is expanding rapidly. This collection of "big data" can be expensive to store and manage using typical enterprise software, and it can be overwhelming to analyze without the right architecture.



 Your providers of electrical network,  
 

 Can use information and communication technology to gather and act on the 
information. 

 
 Knows about itself and consumer its serving at all times. 

 
 Can request appliances at commercial customers to shut of based on load at peak. 

 
 Can give feedback to its managers to improve efficiency and reliability. 

 
 That’s what is called a SMARTER GRID… 

What if? 



Grid Analytics Customer Analytics Other Analytics 

Utility analytics 

Hardware 

Software 

Services 

Process 

People 

Collected Data 

Actionable insights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer Analytics Customer analytics are the hardware, software, professional services, business processes and people that enable utilities to analyze data to better serve the utility and its customers. Customer analytics include two key areas: customer operations and customer engagement.Grid Analytics Grid analytics are the hardware, software, professional services, business processes and people that enable utilities to analyze data to ensure better planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance of utility transmission and distribution networks. Grid analytics include two key areas: asset optimization and grid optimization.Analytics business infrastructureThe hardware, software, professional services, business processes and people needed to successfully support and implement analytics initiatives across the enterprise that are not specific to either customer analytics or grid analytics. Examples within this area include. •Analytics hardware, such as analytics-specific servers •Software and middleware that support analytics applications or offer enterprise-wide analytics capabilities •Communications networks •Professional services, such as data management and integration



Essentials  

People 
• Dedicated internal resources 
• Supplement with outside specialists 
• Change management 
 

Business Process 
 
• Change towards To-Be 
• Project Management 
• Integration of siloed process 
• Achieve ROI 
 

Strategy 
 
Align with corporate strategy 
Metrics/Goals 
Executive Sponsor buy-in 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look for new skill sets – As the industry shifts from manual meter reading to advanced metering infrastructure, we see the convergence of metering metrology and communications. Utilities must prepare for the future by training and hiring employees who can meet the new demands of their meter and communications system. Just like computers, smart meters now need the latest version of firmware and updates to be delivered remotely. Meters also may need to be updated in the field, which requires knowledge of remote meter configuration, troubleshooting and other skill sets. Create a cross-functional team SCE established the Edison SmartConnect Operations Center to address the complexity of the future operations of its metering and communications system. The company has built and trained a team of experts in metering, telecommunications, customer billing, information technology and security. These employees understand the larger challenges involved in operating an intelligent network. The utility also has brought in vendor partners and meter providers to share knowledge and updates. Be prepared Utilities will face challenges as they go through a deployment, so it's critical to spend time on preparation. By being prepared, the company can resolve any issues quickly and run an effective and efficient operation. For example, SCE's team members regularly participate in desktop and role play exercises, and they rigorously test their processes, such as firmware download and other scenarios. In addition, they work through troubleshooting and root-cause processes in their labs and meter farms. Evaluate data properly Intelligence is a key component of the new meters, so utilities have much more data at their disposal. With more than 5 million intelligent nodes on the network, this presents both challenges and opportunities. Understanding the information and knowing what to do with this data is critical to success. Utilities need to often rewrite or update their standard operating procedures and go through scenario planning and diagnostics to make sure the information they receive is accurate and that it is being interpreted correctly. Negotiate contracts with care A standard purchasing agreement is no longer adequate. It pays to take the time and attention to creating agreements that benefit both the utility and the vendor and that pave the way for a successful partnership down the road. Have quality-control methods in place When a company deploys millions of meters over a short period of time, it must perform rigorous testing. In addition, a utility must work closely with its partners to ensure supply-chain readiness as part of a continuous improvement process. 



Utility analytics value curve 

Time 

Courtesy: 



Asset Optimization best practices 

 Technology – Ensure it can support level of granularity needed 
 

 Business Process – Base asset management on individual 
assets vs. categories 
 

 Strategy – Tie analytics into network design | Ensure not 
installing over-sized assets 
 

 People – Change management with buy-in from field 
operations. 



Grid Optimization best practices 

 Technology – Leverage existing systems and data 
 

 Business Process – Add value to existing process 
 

 Strategy – Connect analytics with key utility initiatives 
 

 People – Prepare to relinquish some control of the grid data. 



Customer operations best practices 

 Technology – Meter data is important, but consider other sources also 
 
 

 Business Process – Embed analytics in key processes | Raise visibility 
 
 

 Strategy – CSAT | Value from intelligent utility investments 
 
 

 People – Cross-functional teams 



Smart Grid Architecture 

NMS/OMS MDM 

Warehouse 
CSS 

Asset 
Management 

GIS Reporting Visualization Analytics 

SmartGrid Analytics 

Enterprise Systems 



Visualization/Analytics in SCE 



Big Data visualization concepts 



 Unstructured data 
 Large data set , difficult to process with on-hand DB tools – wikipedia 
 Big Data is a tagline for a process that has the potential to transform 

everything 
 Big Data is “a fickle, coy mistress,” inviting, yet not without risk. 

 

What is Big Data? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If fifty years of research in artificial intelligence has taught us anything, it’s that every problem is different, that there are no universally applicable solutions.I.B.M., for example, used Big Data (along with many other techniques) to great effect in its “Jeopardy”-winning Watson, and products such as Siri and Google search depend heavily on it, without quite making the lavish promises of human-free automaticity that Numenta implies.Big Data is a powerful tool for inferring correlations, not a magic wand for inferring causality.For perspective, it might help to consider the challenge of inferring the structure of protein from its underlying DNA sequence, a problem with an enormous number of applications in medicine, and throughout biology. Hundreds if not thousands of researchers have worked on the problem for fifty years, and for the last decade have had large databases to help; yet, in the words of a review published a few months ago in Science, “no single group [of researchers] yet consistently produces accurate models,” especially with more complex DNA sequences that don’t closely resemble genes that are already well understood. The more complex a problem is, and the more particular instances differ from those that came before, the less likely Big Data is to be a sure thing.



Big Data Components in Utilities 



Smart Grid Architecture – with Big Data Components 

NMS/OMS MDM 

Warehouse 
CSS 

Asset 
Management 

GIS Reporting Visualization Analytics 

SmartGrid Analytics 

Enterprise Systems 

Social 
Networks 



Leveraging Social Networks 

 Power of social networks 
 Existing, mature mobile service ecosystems (e.g. Apple, Google and Microsoft) may be used as cost-

effective platforms to support smart grid supply-side and demand-side services 
 Potential complexity and amount of data similar to Grid 

 Share information 
 Sharing grid information with Customers (develop apps) 
 during hurricane Sandy, several electric utilities kept their customers updated through Twitter and 

Facebook, and used the services to post restoration schedules 
 Collect information/observations and location data 

 Combining data from many different people provides more accurate knowledge 
 Allow Customers to “publish” observations related to electric network while bypassing traditional GIS 

software 
 Provide specialized Applications that can access GPS / location data on Customers devices 
 Geo-tagged photos of incidents/observation events 



Source for information 
Ireland’s EirGrid released the iPhone application 
SmartGrid, which provides customers with a real-
time view of key energy-related data, including 
system demand, wind forecasting, carbon 
emissions and so on. 

Hydro One’s mobile application 
• Allows customers to access 

an interactive outage map  
• The map is updated every 15 

minutes and displays both 
planned and unplanned 
outages   



 Google Maps 
 Google Maps Engine 
 Google Maps 2.0 API 

 Creating map mashups with data sources from Google Maps Engine 
and other sources  

 Place and view incidents in real time 
 Open Source QGIS Connector for Google Maps Engine 

 

Simple example 



Visualization of assets 

 E-world – Enterprise power asset data on web map 
• Distribution & Transmission assets 
• Circuit data 
• Customer data 
• Outage data 

 
 GIS – Transmission single line diagrams 

 
 SmartConnect – Initiative to provide end-to-end 

management of smart meters   
 
 



eWorld 

GeoSpatial one stop for asset info 

Spatially enabled workflow & management 

Visualize real-time information 



Centralized GIS mapping 

Mapping against a common landb  
One asset location for all other pla  

Data maintenance in s  
systems 

Online workflow for asset change approval 



SCMAS – Objective & Scope 
OBJECTIVE: 
 To provide the SmartConnect Operations Center (SOC) with tools to ensure the efficient and 

reliable operation of the SmartConnect devices & mesh network. SCMAS will use the data 
from SmartConnect devices and provide correlation and analysis to identify and help mitigate 
over the air issues. With SCMAS, the SOC will have tools and processes to identify and 
address near time cascading events, optimize read performance, and maintain the reliability 
of SmartConnect field devices.  
 

SCOPE: 
 Data collection from field devices and access to multiple existing systems 
 Data analysis and correlation using rules to identify events and incidents 
 Incident and activity management to assign and track tasks in a 7/24 organization 
 Incident alerting and reporting to insure issues are addressed quickly by the 

appropriate resources 
 Advanced visualization that provides operations and management with situational 

awareness and a platform for advanced analytics 

 



A $1 billion dollar AMI deployment requires  
reasonable tools for over-the-air operations 
 Operating SmartConnect is more 

complex than anticipated 
 
 On a daily basis after deployment 

SOC will need to address 5,000 
incidents daily with an In Mitigation 
population of 30,000+ field devices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Edison SmartConnect's advanced communications system will enable customers to view near-real-time energy-use information from a computer, cell phone or other device. The system also will alert customers to periods of peak electricity demand by sending messages directly to smart appliances and devices. It will allow customers to program these devices to respond to energy-use preferences based on cost, comfort and convenience. For example, the smart meter will communicate with a home's programmable communicating thermostat to maintain a certain temperature during specific times of the day. It also will be able to automatically respond to peak electricity demand by adjusting or turning off appliances and devices. 



Key Objectives 
 Identification of Real Time Catastrophic Cascading Events 

 Experience shows that embedded bugs can occur at any time. 
 Current tools not enough to identify these problems and the analytics to mitigate in a timely 

fashion to reduce the business impact 
 

 FWDL Success Optimization 
 High FWDL success reduces exposure to identified issues and decreases truck rolls 

 
 Enhanced Billing Read Performance 

 To maintain billing read rate performance SOC must address tens of thousands of un-responding 
meters on a daily basis and provide appropriate solutions to reduce pick-up reads and delayed 
bills. 
 

 Security 
 The security detection system currently addresses selected pre-identified events 
 Identify anomalies that may not have a known specific pattern 
 Ensure operational integrity of RSS operations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experience shows that embedded bugs can occur at any time as found by SDG&E with their FAT4 and unwanted RSS operations.



Storyboard 
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Visualization Solution 

 Built on top of AIMS 2012-13 
 Shared env. with other AIMS 

applications 
 Features 

 Visualization Template Management 
 Device themeing based on workgroup templates 
 Create workgroups from map 
 Analyze devices in BOBJ from map 
 Export/Import device points. 
 Query/Save maps 
 Security 

It 
does 
blink 



AIMS in Action 



AIMS Advanced features 



Beyond the box 

• Fusion Layout 
 Multiple map management 
 Floating Dialog open/close 
 Custom widgets 
 Dynamic layers 
 Adhoc theming  
 Template Management 

 
• Open Layers 

 Custom icons 
 Animations 

• Integration 
• Business Objects 
• Active directory 
• Work management 
 

• Google Maps 
• Background maps 
• Overlays (Weather, traffic..) 
• Street view 

 
 



Google Weather Overlay 

 Simple change would give great content to your map 
 

1) After creating and saving your fusion layout (with google maps) 
2) Open the AIMS site in Mapguide Maestro (open source editor)  
3) Edit resource (layout) as XML 
4) Go to near the end of the file. Change the GoogleScript tag to below 
5) Finally, Simple Code needs to be added to index.html 

 
 
 



Google Weather Overlay – How? 



Custom Icons 

 Icons 
 No direct (easy) way to upload in Studio tool 
 How-To? 

 Choose an custom icon, ensure size 16x16 pixels 
 Use websites (http://base64converter.com/) to convert to Base64 

string 
 Open site in Mapguide Maestro 
 Edit Symbol Library 
 Copy and paste Base64 to <Content> tag 
 Save the resource and use it in Mapguide Studio to author layers. 

 
 

 

http://base64converter.com/


Custom Icons - How? 



Animations 
 How to show alerts on map? 
 Need to create the following 

 Javascript helper file to manage 
animation 
 Adds “marker” layer in OpenLayer 
 Get points from data source 
 Read icon from server path 
 Add icon to “marker” layer 

 Widget to turn on/off animation 
 Wire it to “map loaded” and “moveend” 

events 
 
 



Animations – How? 



Large data visualization 



How to visualize large data set? 
 Collect and Warehouse data 

 Grid Network data 
 As-built assets (non meter) 
 Customer Information 
 Other Enterprise data 

 Data Partitioning 
 Views in database specifically tuned to map layers 
 Control joins (no of multiple table) in database views  
 Historic data view vs current data view 

 Model schema 
 Star schema vs relational schema 

 Layer selection & scale threshold 
 Limit selection of objects 

 Devices appear at < 100,000   
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep the layer based views with minimal attribute information for less information retrieved from database to AIMS server



References 
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in this document. © 2013 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved. 

 
THANK YOU - Q & A 
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